The behavior of power spectra in a Rayleigh-Benard convection experiment in a helium-gas cell is reported. The high-frequency part of the data for all Rayleigh numbers from 7x10 to 4x10' is fit by a single functional form, obtained by a natural generalization of a multifractal analysis. Low-frequency data cannot be fit in this form.
During the last few years, a series of studies have been conducted of free thermal convection in low-temperature helium gas. ' The wide range of Rayleigh numbers enables one to study difl'erent turbulent states and the evolution of various statistical quantities, for example, the Nusselt number, the histogram of local temperature fluctuations, and the mean velocity field. However, the fre- One of the key results arising from the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence is that the wave-number power spectrum has the form P(k) =k g(k/k ), where g is a universal function. This result is described as a result of a cascade of kinetic energy to shorter wavelengths followed by dissipation at short distances. Here the dissipation wave number kd is expected to vary as a power of the Reynolds number. However, except for situations in which the frozen-flow hypothesis' is reasonable, not very much is known about the relationship between wave-number and frequency power spectra.
The main spirit of the experiment has already been described in previous reports. ' ' In this paper, we present results from a new cell of a diameter 20 cm and height 40 cm. With this cell, we can reach Rayleigh numbers up to 1x10' . The cell is filled with helium gas at a given pressure and operated at about 5 K. The cell is heated from below by a dc power input and the temperature of its top plate is regulated. The temperature fluctuations at various points within the cell are measured by bolometers as As-doped For a small-aspect-ratio cell, the flow in the center region of the cell is homogeneous and is believed to be characteristic of free convection flow. Therefore we shall focus our discussion on the frequency power spectrum P(co) for the temperature fluctuation signal at the center of the cell. The high-frequency end of each power spectrum is cut ofl' by noise at about 10 Hz and the frequency range is about 3 decades. In the discussion below, the frequency to will be given in unit of tc/L, and the power spectrum P(to) will be normalized so that its frequency integral is one. sharp drop region suggests there is no inertial cascade. The whole spectrum, except for the flat region, can be described as
where Pq, rpi"and P are parameters (P =0.55+'0. 05).
As the Rayleigh number increases above 10 and into the hard turbulence regime, the tails of the power spectrum still retain the shape defined by Eq. (3) R=2.1&10', l. 1x10s, 7.3 is shifted to be the same as that of Fig. 4(b) . Yakhot' has shown how much of the data from the smaller cell could be rather well fitted by a slow crossover between two power-law regimes. These earlier data can also be fitted by the multifractal analysis described above, with the very same f vs a.
In conclusion, we have fitted the high-frequency part of the power spectra for all Rayleigh numbers from 7 x 10 to 4 x 10 ' by a single functional form, obtained by a natural generalization of a multifractal analysis. The low-frequency data are not included in this form. Perhaps, on one hand, this fitting might be considered to be indicative of a remarkable universality which appears in the highly dissipative part of convective turbulence. If
